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DDID YOU KNOW that many companies in Denmark find it chal-
lenging to find qualified employees? And that many suggest that 
access to sufficiently skilled labour in the future will be one of the 
biggest challenges for the Danish business community?

What if there was a place that gives access to special compe-
tencies and knowledge from abroad because local talents come in 
short? What if a country saw internationally recruited employees 
as a boost for exports and easier access into the international mar-
ket that provided the country with global insight? What if compa-
nies viewed diversity as a ground for innovation and growth? And 
what if an international oriented workplace was part of a bigger 
plan to increase worldwide attraction? If these questions awak-
en your curiosity and if you ever dreamed of working in a coun-
try with the abovementioned goal settings – find out more about 
why you should consider a Danish employer.

A person becomes an expat or an expatriate when they move 
from their home country to another country to live and work. Be-
coming an expat is not just about contributing to the internation-
al economic growth of societies and development. It also means 
an exchange of both work skills and diversity of different people 
and cultures. However, it is also very much a life change in eve-
ry practical and legal sense for anyone involved. There are two 
ways to go about this: learning by doing and coping with the dif-
ficulties (including penalties and bans) that most likely will arise 
along the way – and then there is the easier route of seeking guid-
ance from private and public sector professionals who are avail-
able for international newcomers.

WHY DO DANISH COMPANIES RECRUIT 
INTERNATIONALS?
International employees create value, both the individual com-
pany and for the social economy. Many reports and analyses, 
prepared by Dansk Industri and DA (Danish Employers' Asso-
ciation), have demonstrated a connection between international 
labour in Danish companies and economic growth.

According to Dansk Industri, here is a guide to companies who re-
cruit internationals with the skills needed from abroad:
 Some specialised companies need unique competencies and 
 skills that are not found in sufficient numbers in the Danish 
 workforce.
 International employees with knowledge of foreign markets, 
 language, culture, and particular circumstances, can open a 
 more extensive international customer base and strengthen 
 customer satisfaction.
 Diverse teams often perform and innovate better than 
 homogeneous teams, which can create new opportunities.
 Both Danish and international talent often want to make a 
 career in an international work environment, so an inter-
 national workplace increases the attractiveness of new labour.

PLANNING IS KEY
Danes are known for being a very plan-oriented and well-struc-
tured type of people. This is particularly evident in the paper-
work and compliance requirements from the government, not just 

for locals but also for internationals coming to Denmark. Even 
though the infrastructure and systems of the public sector may 
seem too detailed, somewhat confusing, and rather bureaucrat-
ic, the use of digital technology and self-services are being devel-
oped and implemented faster than international employees can 
keep up with. Therefore, internationals and even large-scale com-
panies hiring worldwide need time to overview and see what key 
steps are needed in the planning process.

BEFORE THE BIG MOVE
Being offered a position and terms you agree upon must become 
the priority before moving to Denmark. There are various job da-
tabases and websites you can search from, like Work In Denmark 
or The International Citizen Service.

Consider if you need to apply for a work and residence permit in 
advance as the right to work and stay in Denmark depends on the 
rights that your citizen-
ship gives you. EU and 
Nordic citizens and EEA 
and Swiss nationals can 
stay in Denmark under 
the free movement rules 
of persons and services 
in the EU for a short or 
more extended period. 
However, any stay long-
er than three months re-
quires an EU residence certificate within three months after the 
arrival in Denmark. Also, it is mandatory to register in the Dan-
ish CPR system (The Danish Personal Registration) if the stay 
exceeds six months. 

Non-EU/EEA citizens must apply for a residence and work per-
mit through applications filed to the Danish Agency for Interna-
tional Recruitment and Integration or with the Danish embassy 
or consulate in the country in which they reside. Generally, Den-
mark's profession or labour market considerations must warrant 
a residence and work permit grant, but the minimum salary is the 
key factor for some schemes. On the New to Denmark website, 
you can find information on where to submit your application for 
a work and residence permit and have your biometric features re-
corded. Also, consideration has to be kept in mind if your accom-
panying spouse or partner needs to apply.

Prepare your documents and those for your family members 
joining you in Denmark, if relevant -  have them on hand at all 
times during your stay. This goes for a valid passport or nation-
al ID card and a Danish work and residence permit grant. If rel-
evant, also bring your marriage or registered partnership certif-
icate and the birth certificates for your accompanying children. 
Note that some application forms may require the legalisation of 
these formal documents to be used by the authorities.

Moving to Denmark and dealing with bureaucracy doesn't need 
to create unnecessary stress. Instead, making your own checklist 
and getting helpful advice from reliable sources will help ease 
the communication with the Danish authorities and ensure a less 
bumpy transition. THE-INTL
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"A L A R G E  PA R T  O F  O U R 
PROSPERITY PROGRESS 
D E P E N D S  O N  U S  B E I N G 
ABLE TO CONTINUE TO AT-
TRACT MORE FOREIGN EM-
PLOYEES TO DANISH COM-
PANIES." - DANSK INDUSTRI
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